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The ultimate practical resource for today’s RF system design professionals
Radio frequency components and circuits form the backbone of today’s mobile and satellite communications networks. Consequently, both practicing and aspiring industry professionals need to be able to solve ever more complex problems of RF design.       

Blending theoretical rigor with a wealth of practical expertise, Practical RF System Design addresses a variety of complex, real-world problems that system engineers are likely to encounter in today’s burgeoning communications industry with solutions that are not easily available in the existing literature. The author, an expert in the field of RF module and system design, provides powerful techniques for analyzing real RF systems, with emphasis on some that are currently not well understood.  Combining theoretical results and models with examples, he challenges readers to address such practical issues as:       

	How standing wave ratio affects system gain
	How noise on a local oscillator will affect receiver noise figure and desensitization 
	How to determine the dynamic range of a cascade from module specifications
	How phase noise affects system performance and where it comes from
	How intermodulation products (IMs) predictably change with signal amplitude, and why they sometimes change differently


An essential resource for today’s RF system engineers, the text covers important topics in the areas of system noise and nonlinearity, frequency conversion, and phase noise. Along with a wealth of practical examples using MATLAB® and Excel, spreadsheets are available for download from an FTP Web site to help readers apply the methods outlined in this important resource.     

       About the Author
   

WILLIAM F. EGAN is an instructor at Santa Clara University, California, and formerly a Principle Engineer at TRW ESD and a Senior Technologist at GTE Government Systems. He received his PhD in electrical engineering from Stanford University and is the author of two previous books related to RF technology.         
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Modern Business Process Automation: YAWL and its Support EnvironmentSpringer, 2009


	The held of Business Process Management (BPM) is marred by a seemingly end-

	less sequence of (proposed) industry standards. Contrary to other fields (e.g.. civil

	or electronic engineering), these standards are not the result of a v\ idelj supported

	consolidation of well-understood and well-established concepts and practices. In the...
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Pro Android Apps Performance Optimization (Professional Apress)Apress, 2012


	Android quickly became almost ubiquitous. With the world transitioning from feature phones to

	smartphones, and then discovering that tablets are, after all, devices we can hardly live without,

	application developers today have a choice between mostly two platforms: Android and iOS.

	Android lowered, some may even say broke, the...
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Raising Your Spirited Child Rev Ed: A Guide for Parents Whose Child Is More Intense, Sensitive, Perceptive, Persistent, and EnergeticHarper Perennial, 2006
Newly revised, featuring the most up-to-date research, effective strategies, and real-life stories
 The spirited child—often called "difficult" or "strong-willed"—possesses traits we value in adults yet find challenging in children. Research shows that spirited kids are wired to be "more"—by...
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The Computer Engineering Handbook (Electrical Engineering Handbook)CRC Press, 2001
There is arguably no field in greater need of a comprehensive handbook than computer engineering. Under the leadership of Vojin Oklobdzija and a stellar editorial board, some of the industry's foremost experts have joined forces to create what promises to be the definitive resource for computer design and engineering. Instead of focusing on...
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An Introduction to Cryptography, Second Edition (Discrete Mathematics and Its Applications)CRC Press, 2006
Continuing a bestselling tradition, An Introduction to Cryptography, Second Edition provides a solid foundation in cryptographic concepts that features all of the requisite background material on number theory and algorithmic complexity as well as a historical look at the field.  With numerous additions and restructured material, this edition...
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Advances in Cancer Research, Volume 99Academic Press, 2007

	The Advances in Cancer Research series provides invaluable information on the exciting and fast-moving field of cancer research. This volume presents outstanding and original reviews on a variety of topics including RUNX Genes in Development and Cancer; The RNA Continent; The c-myc Promoter; Designer Self-Assembling Peptide Nanofiber...
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